PUBLIC
SPEAKING
The ability to communicate and articulate knowledge effectively is not just important for students in a
public speaking class — it’s critical for career success. In traditional, face-to-face environments, learners
usually have a small window of time to show what they can do.
And because there are so many students,
instructors rarely have time to give pointed,
personalized coaching to each individual. This
makes it more difficult for learners to actually
improve on key communication skills.
With Bongo, not only do learners have more
opportunities to practice public speaking,
but instructors also have a chance to provide
valuable feedback to every individual without
using precious class time.

WHAT BONGO ENABLES:
MAKE MORE SPEECHES

Because Bongo lets learners create video
presentations on their own time, instructors can
assign more speeches without making the entire
class listen to them individually.

UNLIMITED PRACTICE OPPORTUNITIES

Bongo’s Video Assignments allow learners to
create video presentations, self-critique them prior
to submission, and re-record if necessary.

PERSONALIZED LEARNING

After submitting a video presentation, learners
receive personalized feedback and coaching
from instructors on how to improve.

PEER REVIEW

Instructors can enable peer review on any Video
Assignment, which exposes learners to multiple
perspectives and teaches them how to give and
receive constructive criticism.

“

“

One thing [Bongo] helps with is it makes students plan a little bit more,
because they know there’s going to be a public record of what they do.
While the videos aren’t out there like YouTube, I set it up assignments
so other students can give feedback.
KATHLEEN GOLDEN
Professor
Edinboro University

Bongo’s Video Assignments help instructors assess
and improve learners’ soft skills at scale.

HOW WE DO IT:
ASYNCHRONOUS VIDEO ASSIGNMENTS

VIDEO FEEDBACK

Bongo’s video technology allows learners to
create presentations and practice public
speaking from anywhere, on any device.

Along with text-based comments, instructors
can also provide video feedback to increase
engagement and give more personalized coaching.

SYNCHRONOUS VIRTUAL MEETINGS

PEER REVIEW

Learners can also connect with their peers and
instructor in real-time to deliver speeches in an
online, face-to-face environment.

Multiple ways for students to provide feedback to
their peers increases critical thinking and the ability
to give constructive criticism.

SYNC COMMENTS

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Time-stamped comments drive improvement by
giving learners direct evidence of their strengths
and weaknesses.

Bongo integrates into nearly every LMS, ensuring a
seamless learning experience and enabling grades to
be automatically uploaded into your gradebook.

Bongo (formerly YouSeeU) is a video assessment & soft skill development platform.
With its proprietary video technology and powerful feedback capabilities, Bongo
enables the mastery of communication, collaboration, and critical thinking. Bongo
was founded in 2009 and is headquartered in Loveland, Colorado.
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